High-speed quantitative 3D imaging by dual-illumination holographic microscopy.
A new blood flow imaging (BFI) technique using digital holography with double illumination of the sample is proposed. We imaged the moving red blood cells (RBCs) using a two microscope objective lenses setup. The setup consists in a larger angle of separation (90 °) between the two illumination beams, allowing a wider angular rotation at good z resolution. Moreover, the setup geometry allows an easier displacement of the sample in all directions. Results show that this technique is able to perform phase-shifting reconstruction for the two beams at the same time which is more suitable for the future implementation of live 3D holography. Experimental results are carried out for the verification of the effectiveness of the proposed technique on a zebrafish larvae sample. RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS: Blood flow imaging techniques are often invasive and image analysis is time consuming. To alleviate this issue an imaging technique based on dual illumination in holographic domain is proposed. This method has been validated on zebrafish embryos.